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About This Game

"Neon Hardcore"

- this is a game that makes you freak out the player after each death of the player character. You need to manage the green cube
and get to another green reference point. But it is very difficult, as the player interfere with the rotating saws and others

obstacles red color.

Features:
- High complexity of the passage.

- Nice design.
- 15 hardcore levels.

- The character does not stop itself! It must be stopped with the help of the "space" button.
- Cards, achievements, emoticons and backgrounds!

Test your finger dexterity and quick thinking!
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Title: Neon Hardcore
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Laush Dmitriy Sergeevich
Publisher:
Laush Studio
Release Date: 21 Jul, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP and newer

Processor: Athlon 2 X3 450

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce EN9600 GT

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian,Finnish,Cz
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Going straight to the point, controls in this game aren't crappy. They're abysmal.
You can work them out by practicing with wasd keys, but really they're a complete mess..
Basically you have 15 different levels with '80s arcade-like graphics in which you are a green square and must work your way
out by avoiding enemies running back and forth preset movement lines.
The bad thing is that wasd keys aren't for movement, but they're for the ice puzzles in Pok\u00e9mon (or Epic Battle Fantasy if
you prefer): when you hit the directional key, you go.. you can't stop, and this makes everything or super difficult or super easy,
depending on the level. You actually -could- stop by pressing space, but controls are so laggy and crappy that you will never stop
in the right place.
On a further note, the game on my Italian Steam client\/website has a translation which is the most horrible I ever saw - and they
ask me why I play in English even if I don't like foreign languages..
The text goes "\u00c8 necessario gestire il verde cubo e raggiungere un altro verde checkpoint. Ma \u00e8 molto difficile,
cos\u00ec come il giocatore interferiscono con lame rotanti e altri ostacoli rosso colore."
That translates as: "It is necessary to manage the cube green (sic) and reach an other (sic) checkpoint green. But it is very
difficult, like the player (singular, sic) interact (plural, sic) with spinning blades (article is mandatory in Italian, sic) and other
obstacles color red (sic)".
I want to meet the translator, he's my hero.
Anyways back to the game, it's a simple (not for the difficulty but for the fact it has only few short levels and you can only
move from one point to another one) and standard arcade game; there are tons of arcade platformers out there that easily
overcome this thing.
Get it only if you want the achievements, you'll find no fun at all. Soundtrack is horrible too.. + The visuals are decent.
+ Gameplay is challenging.

- The controls can be frustrating
- collision detection....

Yes, if you are into these kind of games you should try this *small* but decent game You might get frustrated because it misses
a finishing tough.. Developer was very fast to respond to a forum post about a bug that the game launched with, and he put a
patch to fix it about one hour later. The game itself was fast (40 mins), but enjoyable!. You get what you paid for, 1.5K
achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase the number of achievements on your
profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a
way of distributing achievements.. I finished the game in 25 minutes. I tryed to enjoy it as it was very easy but I just can't
recommend this game. It's most likely unplayable for all the bugs and glitches. I tryed to lower the graphic settings but that
wouldn't stop the lasers from showing at certain levels. Might be worth buying for the 1500 Achievements though, and you'll get
a average time of 20-60 minutes when completed all the levels.
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There is a thin line between a hard and challenging game and a frustrating one; the problem with this game is the buggy yellow
cube you controll. Sometimes you have to restart the game and change the resolution + graphic quality so the game will run
smoother and your cube will stop lagging. In the end I beat the game in 1 hour, except the last level. Fortunately you dont have
to finish level 15, you get all achievements by finishing level 14.

I gave the developer a hint for a bug I had and he fixed it in 2 days. Nice support!. This game truly hurt my brain while playing
it. The quality is just shocking, the time they put into this seems next to none and it just shockingly bad, the only good thing is
the 1500 achievements and even with that it still didn\u2019t seem worth it. There is honestly not a lot I can say about this game
because some of the things in this doesn\u2019t make any sense AT ALL. One example would be if you have the graphical
quality on "Fastest" then the ball spikes move so fast it makes the game impossible, meaning you need to have it on "Fantastic".
Also, there is no control page or anything to tell you what to use and it wasn\u2019t until level 9 or 10 I realised there is a button
to stop your character from moving.

Controls:
WASD or Arrow keys to move
SPACE to stop (This is EXTREMELY USEFUL)

Pros:
Cheap
Lots of achievements

Cons:
Mind numbingly bad
Slow
The character stutters
Hard to control
A slight delay on when you change direction in game

I would rate this 2.3\/10
. You get what you paid for, 1.5K achievements at minimum price. If you\u2019re an achievement hunter looking to increase
the number of achievements on your profile showcase, then I highly recommend buying this. Else don\u2019t waste your
money. This is not a game, it\u2019s just a way of distributing achievements.. Die Steuerung macht das Spiel so unfassbar
schlecht. It's crap don't buy it.. Completed 01\/11\/2018.
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